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India News | Reported by Akhilesh Sharma | Saturday, July 25, 2020 BJP leader Uma Bharti today said it doesn't matter to her what the verdict in the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case will be. Uma Bharti, LK Advani and Murli Manohar Joshi are among BJP leaders charged with conspiracy in the case. India News | Press trust in India | Saturday May 16, 2020 A special CBI court
on Friday decided to continue further legal action in the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case through video conferences. India News | Reported by A Vaidyanathan | Friday May 8, 2020 The Supreme Court today extended the deadline for a special CBI court in Lucknow to end the trial and deliver judgment in the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case against senior BJP leaders LK
Advani, Murli Manohar Joshi, Uma Bharti and others on August 31. India News | Press trust in India | Friday September 13, 2019 Uttar Pradesh government today announced the Supreme Court that it has complied with the supreme court's direction and expanded the employment of the special judge conducting the trial in the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case. India News | Press
trust in India | Wednesday, June 7, 2017 BJP leaders LK Advani, Murli Manohar Joshi and Trade Union Minister Uma Bharti will not have to attend the daily trial of the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case, as a CBI special tribunal today exempted them from personal appearance. India News | Press trust in India | Thursday May 25, 2017 A special CBI court hearing 1992 Babri
Masjid demolition cases will likely hit further charges today against BJP leader L K Advani and other defendants after the Supreme Court ordered the restoration of the serious criminal conspiracy offense against them. India News | Press trust in India | Sunday May 21, 2017 The trial of the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case at a special CBI court will resume in Lucknow tomorrow,
after a Supreme Court to hear the case on a daily basis and deliver the verdict for two years. India News | Press trust in India | On Thursday April 20, 2017 Senior Congress leader Kapil Sibal termed historic decision by the Supreme Court on Wednesday to bring criminal conspiracy charges against top BJP leaders in the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition case. Election News | Edited
by Prasad Sanyal | Thursday 20 February 2014 LK Advani: The Man and politics of India News | A Vaidyanathan | On Thursday December 6, 2012 The Supreme Court today pulled up the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) during a hearing into the 1992 Babri Masjid demolition conspiracy case and asked why the Additional Solicitor General was not present to argue on behalf
of the agency. A special CBI court in Lucknow acquitted BJP stalwarts L K Advani MM Joshi and Uma Bharti from the Babri Mosque demolition case. Satshya Tharien, October 1, 2020, 17:08 IST explore: India A special CBI court in Lucknow acquitted all defendants in the Babri Mosque demolition case. September 30, 2020, 16:34 IST explore: India Pakistan's Permanent to the
UN, Munir Akram raised the issue of the destruction of the Babri Mosque in Ayodhya. Satshya Tharien, September 11, 2020, 16:51 IST explore: India According to reports Yusuf was planning a major terrorist attack in revenge for Ram Mandir's construction in Ayodhya. He was also planning to throw a terrorist attack into crowded places in Delhi that had made recce of. August 24,
2020, 21:50 IST explore: The World Actor was accused of making 'derogatory' and 'outrageous' statements against the Supreme Court's ruling on the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid case. August 24, 2020, 19:31 IST explore: India PM Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone of Ayodhya Ram Mandir on August 5. August 5, 2020, 22:47 IST explore: India Foundation stone
ceremony for Ayodhya Ram Temple will be held on August 5 at around 12:15 pm. July 20, 2020, 18:37 IST explore: India 4 Reasons SC ruled in favor of the temple at Ayodhya November 10, 2019, 10:45 AM exploring: Politics On LK Advani's 92nd birthday, here's a look at his life through a series of rare rare interviews November 8 , 2019, 17:37 IST explore: India speaks
exclusively to Network 18 Group Editor Rahul Joshi, Uttar Pradesh CM Yogi Adityanath said his government will respect the Supreme Court's ruling on the Ayhya govt. will implement the decision of the Supreme Court. September 18, 2019, 19:49 IST explore: India You are with top stories News18.com. See the full headline from India and the world. July 18, 2019 18:48 IST
explores: India As netas flex Ram bhakti in Ayodhya and sangh puts pressure on the center, will a temple be built under Modi 2.0? Bhupendra Chaubey, June 7, 2019, 23:37 IST explore: India Supreme Court on Friday referred the politically sensitive Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid land dispute case to mediation by a panel led by former apex court judge F M I Kallifulla and gave
it eight weeks to complete the process. Zakka Jacob, March 8, 2019, 18:54 IST explore: India Supreme Court on Friday referred Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid land dispute dispute in Ayodhya for mediation. March 8, 2019, 15:21 IST explore: India Responding to the Supreme Court's decision, Varun Sinha, advocate of Hindu Mahasabha, said: Our previous experience with
mediation has not been good. I hope that the Court of Apex has taken this into account. Arunima, March 8, 2019, 11:34 AM EXPLORE: India The Center's plea for Ayodhya to the Supreme Court. ICICI head Chanda Kocher booked by the CBI. Nitin Gadkari makes some unexpected remarks and the debate on dynastic politics continues. Cyrus gives you the details. Cyrus Broacha,
February 2, 2019, 7:17 PM IST explore: India Supreme Court continues hearings on the Ram Mandir dispute and now the RSS is building pressure on the Modi regime with its Secretary General Bhaiyyaji Joshi says a Mandir will only be built in 2025. In the coming years, politicians will escalate ahead of the 2019 elections without a solution question no more than a tried and tested
'political ball' for elections? Bhupendra Chaubey, January 19, 2019, 00:01 IST explore: India frustrated by the BJP is going slowly on its central promise of Ram Temple, RSS has now launched a direct attack against it. RSS No. 2 Bhaiyyaji Joshi has said there is little hope that temple construction will start before 2025. Although he clarified that his statement did not mean the RSS
had given up on Modi's government, but it has left the BJP embarrassed. In the Battle of 2019, is no Ram Temple taunt of RSS going to hurt the BJP? Maha Siddiqui, January 18, 2019, 22:13 IST explore: India A group of viewers are lighting 33,000 diyas everyday at Kumbh hoping that their desire for early construction of the Ram temple at Ayodhya's disputed Babri Masjid site
will be fulfilled. The next date for the Supreme Court hearing into the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid dispute is on January 29. Viewers say they would turn on 21 lakh diyas this month. January 17, 2019, 21:49 IST explore: India Look at the Ayodhya case. Congress is using their lawyers to delay the issue. Congress was even ready to charge CJI. We must not forget what
Congress is doing and we must not let anyone forget it, says PM Modi 12 January 2019, 22:57 IST explore: India Every year the country sees a ton of political brick batting and mudslinging on 6 December. On December 31, 1992, Babri Masjid in Ayodhya was demolished by a mob claiming that the mosque was built at Lord Ram's birthplace. At least 2,000 people were killed in the
aftermath of the events. The genesis and the horrific fallout of the incident, which was more an aberration of humanity than a religious group, have been described by a number of artists. Here are some films and documentaries on the subject: (Documentary)Anand Patwardhan put together this documentary on the campaign of Vishwa Hindu Parishad to build a Ram temple in
Ayodhya. But his documentary failed to ring any warning bells. Months after the film was released, Babri Masjid was demolished. The film received a Filmfare Award and a National Award for Best Investigative Film. VHP slammed the film, denoting it anti-Hindu. (Movies) This 1995 film by ace auteur Mani Ratnam explores complex human relationships on the basis of shared
antagonism. The film won acclaim for its depiction of a love story between a Hindu boy and a Muslim girl during the riots in Bombay following the demolition that killed over 200 people. (Movies) Set against the backdrop of the days leading up to the demolition, this 1995 film by Saeed Akhtar Mirza traces the relationship between a 15-year-old school girl from a middle-class
Mumbai-based Muslim family and her ailing grandfather. As communal tensions erupt in the city, Naseem observes the shifting dynamics at her school and in the neighborhood, while her grandfather watches helplessly on a city getting deeply divided on communal lines. Mirza baggeds National Award for Best Direction and to the movie. (Movies) The 2005 Malayalam film sheds
light on the consequences of the demolition for The Muslims in Kerala. This is a tale of a young man who is inspired to take up religious fundamentalism to avenge demolition and how his actions affect his relationships. (Movies) This 2007 film of the Anurag Kashyap film was based on the book titled Black Friday - The True Story of the Bombay Bomb Blasts by Hussain Zaidi. The
film and book chronicle the 1993 serial bomb blasts in Mumbai, which were reportedly organized in retaliation for the Bombay riots. (Docu-drama) This made-for-TV documentary series presented by Shekhar Kapur and produced by ABP News is an attempt to chronicling Indian history from 1947. The series also included a segment on the Babri Masjid demolition - which included a
detailed recall of the incident and interviews with journalists. Click here to watch the full episode. Photo: Screengrab/Youtube- ABP NEws (Film)The opening sequences of this 2008 Oscar-winning film from Danny Boyle's kitten are based on riot-torn Dharavi in 1993. The unrest sparked communal violence in the slum, where Hindus and Muslims lived in peace for years before the
riots. (Movies) This 2010 film revolves around the life of a Hindu boy and a Muslim girl who get separated in the riots in Mumbai after the demolition. Striker was the first Indian film to premiere on Youtube on the day of its release. Release.
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